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Stimulated optical processes are exploited in many applications, from providing optical amplification in optical
telecommunication [1], to the making of sensors, the development of new laser sources [2–4] and in microscopy [5, 6].

Raman, Brillouin and Rayleigh scattering, in the presence of an intense pump beam, can be strongly amplified
by the nonlinear interaction of the pump and so-called probe field via a χ(3), or four-wave-mixing process resulting
in stimulated scattering. The defining feature of the stimulated processes is the exponential gain of the scattered
field either on propagation or as a function of the pump power. The achievable gain is known to be limited by the
emergence of competing nonlinear processes at high intensities and by depletion of the pump field over long interaction
lengths [7].

In this presentation we show that even absent these limiting factors, the gain changes
from linear in the pump intensity to square root in the intensity at high pump fields.
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FIG. 1. The gain as a function of the intensity of the pump
beam: (black)The gain according to the classical treatmen.
(red) The gain according to Eq. (1).In both cases ε = 1 and
χ = −i1 ∗ 10−13.

The change of intensity of the amplified field can be de-
scribed classically through the nonlinear wave equation
[8]. Here we show that by using an integral equation
approach we do not have to make the slowly-varying
envelope approximation and show that there is a more
appropiate carrier wave possible, that is also valid at
high intensit of the pump. Solving this integral equa-
tion results in a gain factor that is equal to

gI = 2Re

(
ik02

√
n22 +

12χI1
n1ε0c

)
, (1)

where, k02, is the free space wave number at frequency
ω2, n2, is the linear refractive index evaluated at ω2,
I1, is the intensity of the pump beam and, χ, is the
third-order susceptibility.

The difference between the classical expression for
the gain and our result is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
the gain is plotted as a function of the intensity of
the incident pump beam. Due to the correction to the
linear part of the refractive index, the increase of the
intensity of the signal, rapidly falls behind the classical
prediction.
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